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1. INTRODUCTION
Let us consider a mapping F # C1(Rn, Rn). We investigate conditions for
the nonexistence of k-dimensional compact Lipschitz submanifolds of Rn
(1kn) invariant for F. The problem on the nonexistence of periodic
solutions for autonomous ordinary differential equations has been studied by
many authors, starting with Bendixson [1] and Dulac [5] for the planar
case. Extensions to higher dimensional cases are given by Smith [18, 19],
Busenberg and van den Driessche [2], Butler, Schmid, and Waltman [3],
Muldowney [15], Y. Li and Muldowney [10, 11], and M. Y. Li and
Muldowney [12, 13]. Conditions precluding the existence of nontrivial peri-
odic orbits for mappings in Rn are given by McCluskey and Muldowney [14].
We are motivated in this paper by the results of [1015]. A technique
based on compound matrices is used in [11] to preclude the existence of
l&1-dimensional objects invariant for ordinary differential equations and
those objects are only required to be the Lipschitz images of U, the bound-
aries of bounded open sets U/Rl such that Stokes’ theorem is applicable
to U . A technique that is applicable in cases where there may be no
smoothness even at a single point of the l&1-boundary is observed in
Section 4 of [12]. It is also observed in [12] that certain Hausdorff dimension
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estimates may also be used to establish the nonexistence of invariant
objects such as in [11] even in infinite dimensional systems.
Precluded invariant sets in this paper are the Lipschitz images of M, the
boundaries of m-dimensional compact smooth orientable submanifolds M
of Rl where m may vary from 2 to l. Hence we treat in some sense more
general invariant objects than in [11] and [12]. For instance, we can
preclude the existence of certain invariant tori and in particular certain
quasi-periodic solutions [16] of ordinary differential equations. This
should be a good motivation for the study of nonexistence of the above
invariant objects for a deeper understanding of higher dimensional dynamical
systems. We also believe that the method of Section 2 could be extended to
infinite dimensional systems.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we study mappings and
derive the main results. In Section 3, the results of Section 2 are applied to
autonomous ordinary differential equations. Certain results of [10, 11, 15]
are also recovered, but we study more general cases. Section 4 deals with
discretizations of autonomous ordinary differential equations. We roughly
show under certain conditions that the flow has the property of the non-
existence of an invariant k-dimensional compact Lipschitz submanifold
of Rn if and only if its discretization has the same property with any suf-
ficiently small step size. This result is in the spirit of a recently developed
theory of numerical analysis for dynamical systems (see [7] and references
therein). Periodic ordinary differential equations with a small nonzero
parameter are treated in Section 5. First, we study the relationship between
the nonexistence of invariant k-dimensional compact Lipschitz submanifolds
of Rn partly for the period mapping of the ordinary differential equation
with any small nonzero parameter and partly for the averaged ordinary dif-
ferential equation. Then the same problem is investigated for more general
mappings associated with the ordinary differential equation for the small
nonzero parameter. Section 6 deals with mappings possessing constraints.
This means that mapping F given above possesses an invariant submani-
fold V/Rn. Criteria are derived precluding the existence of k-dimensional
compact Lipschitz submanifolds of V invariant for F. Applications are
given to autonomous ordinary differential equations with invariant sub-
manifolds. Section 7 discusses the relationship between our results and the
theory of cobordisms [9] to get certain consequences for upper bounds of
the number of minimally invariant Lipschitz submanifolds.
2. THE MAIN RESULTS
We denote by Tmk the lexicographically ordered set of all k-tuples of
integers (i )=(i1 , i2 , ..., ik) such that 1i1<i2< } } } <ikm.
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Let A be any m1_m2 matrix, and let a ( j )(i ) denote the minor of A deter-
mined by the rows (i )=(i1 , i2 , ..., ik) # Tm1k and the columns ( j )=
( j1 , j2 , ..., jk) # Tm2k . The k th multiplicative compound A
(k) of A is the
( m1k )_(
m2
k ) matrix whose entries, written in lexicographic order, are a
( j )
(i ) . In
particular, when A is m_k with columns a1 , a2 , ..., ak then A(k) is the
exterior product a1 7 a2 7 } } } 7 ak represented as a column vector [15].
The BinetCauchy formula states that
(AB)(k)=A(k)B (k).
Let M/Rl be an m-dimensional compact smooth orientable sub-
manifold with a nonempty border M [20]. Hence M is an m&1-dimen-
sional compact smooth orientable submanifold. Of course, we always
assume that m2.
Let { # Lip(M, Rn) be given such that
(I) { is injective on M.
(II) The inverse {&1: {(M )  R l is Lipschitz on the set {(M )/Rn.
We put S={(M ). We shall call the set S an m&1-L-boundary of Rn.
It is a generalization of smooth submanifolds of Rn.
By the Rademacher theorem the derivative D{ of { exists almost
everywhere (a.e.) on M and D{ # L(M ). Let us take approximations
[{i]i=1 locally given as convolutions {i={ V %i for a mollifier % [6,
pp. 8788]. The Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem gives D{i=
D{ V %i , and [6, Theorem 4.39 (iv)] gives {i  { uniformly on M
and D{i  D{ a.e. on M. Moreover, there is a constant c>0 such that
|D{i |L<c and |D{| L<c. The sets M and M near M in Rl are locally
given as [(x1 , x2 , ..., xl) | xm= } } } =xl=0] and [(x1 , x2 , ..., xl) | xm0,
xm+1= } } } =xl=0], respectively [20]. We extend the mappings {, {i near a
neighbourhood in Rl of any point of M by |(x)={(x1 , ..., xm&1 , 0, ..., 0),
|i (x)={i (x1 , ..., xm&1 , 0, ..., 0), respectively. Consequently, by using the
method of a partition of unity [20], there are functions :j #
C(Rl, [0, )), j=1, ..., n1 , along with a covering of M with bounded
open subsets U1 , ..., Un1 of R
l and a constant c>0 such that supp :j /Uj ,
n1j=1 :j=1 on M, and on each Uj there is a sequence [{
i
j]

i=1 ,
{ ij # C
2(U j , Rn) and a mapping { j # Lip(Uj , Rn) such that { ij  {
j uniformly
on Uj , D{ ij  D{
j a.e. on U j & M and Uj & M, respectively, and
|D{ ij |L<c, |D{
j| L<c. Moreover { jUj & M={Uj & M. By putting
|=n1j=1 :j{
j and |i=n1j=1 :j {
i
j , we get an extension | # Lip(U, R
n) of {
on an open bounded neighbourhood U of M in Rl satisfying the following
condition
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(III) There is a sequence [|i]i=1/C
2(U, Rn) such that |i  |
uniformly on M, D(|i M )  D(|M ) and D(|i M )  D(|M ) point-
wise a.e. on M and M, respectively. Moreover, there is a constant c>0
such that |D(|i M )|L<c and |D(| iM )|L<c. Here we consider the
Lebesgue measures on M and M separately.
Let F # C1(Rn, Rn) satisfy the following assumption
H1. F(S)=S and F : S  S is a homeomorphism.
We note that H1 is equivalent to the statement that F(S)/S and
F : S  S is injective.
We consider the set
M=[, # Lip(U, Rn) | There exists a homeomorphism
, # Lip(M, M) such that ,M={ b , .
Moreover, , satisfies condition (III) when | is replaced by ,].
Clearly M{<, since | # M.
Let ,i be the i th component of ,; i.e., ,=(,1 , ,2 , ..., ,n). Each ,i
generates a.e. on M the element d,i of TM*the cotangent bundle of
Mby
d,i (u) v=D,i (u) v,
where u # M, v # TuM, and D,i (u): TuM  R. Then d,i1 7d,i2 7 } } } 7d,im
# m TM* for any (i )=(i1 , i2 , ..., im) # Tnm . We note that dim 
m TuM*
=1 \u # M. Since M is orientable, there is a ; # m TM* such that ;(u)>0
\u # M and M ;=1. Consequently there is a function a(i ) # L(M, R)
such that
d,i1 7 d,i2 7 } } } 7 d,im=a(i ) ; a.e. on M.
Furthermore, we define the mapping G, : M  RT
n
m &RN, N=( nm) a.e. on
M given by
G,(u)=[a(i )(u) | (i ) # Tnm].
We always identify in our considerations the spaces RT
n
m and RN. Let | } |
be any norm on RN. We put
S(,)=|
M
|G,(u)| ;.
We need the following result.
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Theorem 2.1. There is a constant $>0 such that
inf
, # M
S(,)$.
Proof. Let : # C(Rn, m&1(Rn)*) be given by
:(x)=: :i1 i2 } } } im&1(x) dx i1 7 dx i2 7 } } } 7 dxim&1 .
We suppose that the support of : is compact. Since , satisfies condition
(III), there is a constant c>0 and a sequence [,i]i=1/C
2(U, Rn) such
that ,i  , uniformly on M, D(,i M )  D(,M ), and D(, i M ) 
D(,M ) pointwise a.e. on M and M, respectively. Moreover,
|D(,i M )|L<c and |D(, iM )|L<c.
Stokes’ theorem states [20]
|
M
: b , i=|
M
d(: b ,i)=|
M
d: b ,i .
By the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem we get
|
M
: b ,=|
M
d: b ,.
Let us put
d:(x)=: :~ i1 i2 } } } im(x) dx i1 7 dx i2 7 } } } 7 dxim .
Then we have
|
M
d: b ,=|
M
: :~ i1 i2 } } } im(,(u)) d,i1 7 d,i2 7 } } } 7 d, im
=|
M
: :~ i1 i2 } } } im(,(u)) a(i )(u) ;
|
M
: |:~ i1 i2 } } } im(,(u))| } |a (i )(u)| ;
KS(,),
for a constant K>0 independent of , # M. On the other hand, since
,M={ b , with a homeomorphism , # Lip(M, M ), we have M : b ,
=i # C\Mi : b { according to [6, Theorems 3.35 and 5.31], where Mi ,
i # C are all connected components of M. We note that the sign \ for Mi
in \Mi : b { depends on , and not on :. Finally, conditions (I), (II) imply
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the injectivity of D{(u): Tu M  Rn a.e. on M and consequently there
is clearly a nonzero : # C(Rn, m&1(Rn)*) with the compact support
supp : / i # C Ui , where Ui are open bounded subsets satisfying
Ui & Uj=<, i{ j, {(Mi)/Ui , and such that M : b {>0. By changing
the sign of : on Ui , which does not influence the constant K, we get an :
such that M : b ,=M : b {. The proof is finished. K
Conditions (I)(III) and H1 imply that
F b , # M \, # M.
It is enough to take F b ,={&1 b F b ,M in the definition of M.
Hence S(F b ,) is well defined. Let , i be the i th component of F b ,; i.e.,
F b ,=(, 1 , , 2 , ..., , n) or F i b ,=, i . Like above, we take the 1-differential
form d, i . We have
d, i (u) v= :
n
j=1
Fi
uj
(,(u)) d,j (u) v a.e. on M.
Let F(u) ( j )( i ) denote the minor of the matrix DF(u) determined by the
rows (i )=(i1 , i2 , ..., im) # Tnm and the columns ( j )=( j1 , j2 , ..., jm) # T
n
m .
Hence we have that DF(u) (m)=(F(u) ( j )(i ) ).
Putting for (i )=(i1 , i2 , ..., im) # Tnm like above
d, i1 7 d ,i2 7 } } } 7 d, im=a~ (i ) ; a.e. on M,
the BinetCauchy formula implies
a~ (i )(u)= :
( j ) # Tnm
F(,(u)) ( j )(i ) a( j )(u) a.e. on M;
i.e.,
GF b ,(u)=DF(,(u)) (m) G,(u) a.e. on M.
Summarizing, we arrive at the following result
S(F b ,)=|
M
|GF b ,(u)| ;=|
M
|DF(,(u)) (m) G,(u)| ;
|
M
&DF(,(u))(m)& } |G,(u)| ;,
where & }& is the norm on L(RN) generated by | } |.
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Theorem 2.1 implies the following result.
Theorem 2.2. If F # C 1(Rn, Rn) satisfies the following assumption
(2.1)
Either &DF(x) (m)&<% \x # Rn for a constant %, 0<%<1, or
&DF(x)(m)&<1 \x # Rn and the norm | } | satisfies the following
condition:
H2. If a=(ai) # RN, b=(bi) # RN are such that either a i=bi or
ai=0 for any i, then |a| |b|.
Then there is no m&1-L-boundary S of Rn such that F(S)/S and
F : S  S is injective.
Proof. If the first condition of (2.1) holds, then the proof is clear by
Theorem 2.1 and the above inequality.
Let the second one hold. Let there be , # M for some { given above with
F(S)/S and F : S  S injective. Let us take a constant c>0 such that
S/int Bc , Bc=[x # Rn | maxi |xi |c]. Then we consider the retraction
\c : Rn  Bc given by \c(x) i=xi for |x i |c and \c(x) i=cxi |xi | for
|xi |c, for any i=1, ..., n [10]. We put
%=max[&DF(x) (m)& | x # Bc]<1.
We start with ,0=,, ,1=F(,0) # M, ... . If all iterates are in the cube Bc ,
then we arrive at the contradiction with Theorem 2.1. Let j0 be the
first number such that , j0 is in Bc but ,j0+1 is not. Then we take instead
of ,j0+1 the modified mapping , j0+1=\c b ,j0+1 . It is not difficult to see
that , j0+1 # M, and if G, j0+1(u)=[a
c
(i )(u) | (i ) # T
n
m] and G,j0+1(u)=
[a(i )(u) | (i ) # Tnm] then either a(i )(u)=a
c
(i )(u) or a
c
(i )(u)=0 a.e. on M.
Since the norm | } | on RN satisfies condition H2, we get S(, j0+1)S(,j0+1).
Furthermore, clearly , j0+1 is in Bc . By following this procedure, after
a finite number of steps we arrive again at the contradiction with
Theorem 2.1. K
We have the following simple consequence of Theorem 2.2.
Corollary 2.3. An injective mapping F # C1(Rn, Rn) satisfying (2.1)
has no invariant m&1-L-boundary of Rn.
We recall that the norms of a matrix A=(aij) # L(RN) with respect to
the norms maxi |xi |, i |xi | and -  i x2i on RN have the values
maxi j |aij |, maxj i |aij | and the square root of the largest eigenvalue of
the symmetric matrix A*A, respectively. Clearly these norms satisfy
condition H2.
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Proposition 2.4. Assumption (2.1) is satisfied if one of the following
conditions
(C1) max
(i ) # Tnm
:
( j ) # Tnm
|F(u) ( j )(i ) |<1,
(C2) max
( j ) # Tnm
:
(i ) # Tnm
|F(u) ( j )(i ) |<1
(C3) *1 } } } *m<1, where *1*2 } } } *n
are the eigenvalues of DF(u)* DF(u),
is satisfied for any u # Rn.
Proof. Criteria (C1) and (C2) are clear. Criterium (C3) follows from
the observations that (DF(u)(m))* DF(u) (m)=(DF(u)* DF(u))(m) and that
the largest eigenvalue of (DF(u)* DF(u))(m) is given by *1 } } } *m , [13]. K
When F is a diffeomorphism then the BinetCauchy formula implies
DF &1(u)(m)=(DF(F &1(u)) (m))&1.
We can replace F with F &1 in the above considerations. Hence condi-
tion (2.1) can be replaced by
|DF(x) (m) v|>% |v| \x # Rn, \v # RN (2.2)
for a constant %>1 or %=1 when condition H2 holds. We can similarly
modify conditions C1, C2, and C3 for this case.
Proposition 2.5. Assumption (2.2) is satisfied if one of the following
conditions
(C4) min
(i ) # Tnm
\ |F(u) (i )(i )|& :
(i ){( j ) # Tnm
|F(u) ( j )(i ) |+>1,
(C5) min
(i ) # Tnm
\ |F(u) (i )(i )|& :(i ){( j ) # Tnm |F(u)
(i )
( j )|+>1,
(C6) *n&m+1 } } } *n>1, where *1*2 } } } *n
are the eigenvalues of DF(u)* DF(u),
is satisfied for any u # Rn.
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Proof. For any (aij)=A # L(RN) we have
|Av|min
i \ |aii |& :j{i |aij |+ |v|,
|Av|min
i \ |aii |& :j{i |aji |+ |v|,
|Av|*12N |v|,
for the norms |v|=maxi |xi |, |v|=i |xi |, |v|=- i x2i , v=(x1 , x2 , ..., xN)
on RN, respectively. Here *N is the smallest eigenvalue of A*A. Clearly the
proof is finished by taking A=DF(u)(m) along with the fact that the
smallest eigenvalue of (DF(u)* DF(u))(m) is given by *n&m+1 } } } *n [13]. K
Remark 2.6. When there is a bounded open subset D of Rn such that
either F(D)/D or D/F(D) and F is a diffeomorphism, then by restricting
either Conditions C1C3 or C4C6, on D, respectively, we get nonexistence
results on D like above. We can also restrict these conditions on the cubes
Bc from the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Instead of the functional S we can also consider (see also [10])
S(,)=|
M
|A(,(u)) G,(u)| ;,
where A # C(Rn, L(RN)), A( } ) are invertible, and &A(x)&1& is uniformly
bounded on Rn. The corresponding condition like (2.1) now has the form
&A(F(x)) DF(x) (m) A(x)&1&<% \x # Rn,
for a constant %, 0<%<1.
Remark 2.7. Condition H2 can be replaced by the following one
H3. For any given ‘‘good’’ open bounded subset B1 /Rn (like the
open ball or cube), there is an open bounded subset B2 , B1/B2 /Rn such
that for any =>0 there is a C1-smooth mapping \B1 , B2 , = : R
n  B2 such that
&D\B1 , B2 , =(u)
(m)&1+= \u # Rn and \B1 , B2 , = B1=I.
We note that condition H2 implies condition H3, because condition H2
is equivalent to the statement that if a=(ai) # RN, b=(bi) # RN are such
that ai %i=bi , 0%i1 for any i, then |a||b|. Now let us take
0 # C(R, R) such that 00$1, 0(r)=r for |r|c, and 0(r)=
(c+1) sgn r for |r|c+1, for a constant c>0. Then we put B1=int Bc ,
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B2=int Bc+1 in the notation of the proof of Theorem 2.2 along with
\B1 , B2 , =(x)=(0(x1), ..., 0(xn)). We have
D\B1 , B2 , =(x)
(m)=diag[0$(xi1) } } } 0$(x im) | (i ) # T
n
m].
Now it follows that &D\B1 , B2 , =(x)
(m)&1 \x # Rn when the norm | } |
satisfies condition H2.
Finally, we note that a similar technique is used in [11] to preclude the
existence of certain invariant higher dimensional objects for ordinary dif-
ferential equations. A generalization of [11] is given in [12]. The treated
invariant objects of Section 2 form in some sense a broader set than in
[11] and [12]. On the other hand, in [12] less smooth objects than in this
paper are treated (see also the Introduction of this paper for more com-
ments).
3. CRITERIA FOR FLOWS
Let us consider the ordinary differential equation
x* = f (x), (3.1)
where f # C1(Rn, Rn). Assume
A1. For any x # Rn, (3.1) has the solution t  (t, x), (0, x)=x
on R.
We put F(x)=(T, x) for a fixed T, 0<T. Clearly F # C1(Rn, Rn) is a
diffeomorphism. Moreover, it holds
D4 (t, x)=Df ((t, x)) D(t, x). (3.2)
Let A be any m1 _m1 matrix. The k th additive compound A[k] of A is the
( m1k )_(
m1
k ) matrix defined by [15]
A[k]=D(I+hA) (k) |h=0 . (3.3)
It is shown in [15] that (3.2) implies
d
dt
(D(t, x) (m))=Df ((t, x))[m] D(t, x) (m),
(3.4)
D(0, x) (m)=I .
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The Lozinskii logarithmic norm of an N_N matrix A is defined by [15]
+(A)= lim
h  0+
&I+hA&&1
h
. (3.5)
It is known that +(A) exists and it has the property
|x(t)|e
t
0 +(A(s)) ds |x(0)|, (3.6)
where x(t) is the solution of x* =A(t) x for a continuous A(t) # L(RN). The
value of +(A) depends on | } | [15]. In the cases maxi |xi |,  i |xi | , - i x2i ,
the Lozinskii norm is given by
+(A)=max
i \aii+ :j{i |aij |+ ,
+(A)=max
j \ajj+ :i{ j |aij |+ ,
+(A)=*1 ,
respectively, where *1*2 } } } *N are the eigenvalues of (A*+A)2.
More generally, we have the following expressions: for m=1, 2, ..., N,
+(A[m])={
max _ai1 i1+ } } } +aimim+ :j  (i ) ( |ai1 j |+ } } } +|aim j | )&(i ) # TNm
max _aj1 j1+ } } } +ajm jm+ :i  ( j ) ( |aij1 |+ } } } +|aijm | )&( j ) # TNm
*1+ } } } +*m ,
respectively. We have the following result.
Theorem 3.1. If the ordinary differential equation (3.1) satisfies condi-
tion A1 and also one of the following conditions
A2. Either +(Df (u)[m])<% \u # Rn for a constant %<0, or
+(Df (u)[m])<0 \u # Rn when the norm | } | satisfies
condition H2.
A3. Either +(&Df (u)[m])<% \u # Rn for a constant %<0, or
+(&Df (u)[m])<0 \u # Rn when the norm | } | satisfies
condition H2.
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Then there is no m&1-L-boundary S such that (T, S)/S for some
T{0.
Proof. Let T>0. The second part of condition A2 together with (3.4)
and (3.6) implies
&D(T, x)(m)&<1 \x # Rn.
Hence the second part of assumption (2.1) is satisfied for F(x)=(T, x).
Corollary 2.3 finishes the proof for condition A2. By changing t  &t in
(3.1) we get the result for A3. Since (T, x)&1=(&T, x), the proof is
clearly finished also for T<0. The proofs for the first parts of conditions
A2, A3 are the same as above. K
Taking the norms i |xi |, maxi |xi | - i x2i on RN and using the above
formulas for the Lozinskii norms, Theorem 3.1 implies the following result.
Theorem 3.2. If the ordinary differential equation (3.1) satisfies condi-
tion A1 and also one of the following conditions
(i) max
(i ) # Tnm
{
f i1
xi1
+ } } } +
fim
xim
+ :
j  (i ) \}
fj
xi1 }+ } } } + }
fj
xim }+=<0,
(ii) max
(i ) # Tnm
{
fi1
xi1
+ } } } +
fim
xim
+ :
j  (i ) \}
fi1
xj }+ } } } + }
f im
x j }+=<0,
(iii) *1+ } } } +*m<0, where *1*2 } } } *n
are the eigenvalues of (Df+Df *)2,
(iv) min
(i ) # Tnm
{
fi1
xi1
+ } } } +
f im
xim
& :
j  (i ) \}
fj
xi1 }+ } } } + }
fj
x im }+=>0 ,
(v) min
(i ) # Tnm
{
fi1
xi1
+ } } } +
fim
xim
& :
j  (i ) \}
fi1
xj }+ } } } + }
fim
xj +=>0,
(vi) *n&m+1+ } } } +*n>0, where *1*2 } } } *n
are the eigenvalues of (Df+Df *)2,
holds on the whole space Rn, then the statement of Theorem 3.1 is valid. Here
f =( f1 , f2 , ..., fn).
We note that Propositions 2.4 and 2.5 are discrete analogies of
Theorem 3.2. When we are interested only in the nonexistence of subsets
like those above invariant for the whole flow of (3.1) and not just for the
time mapping (T, } ), then we may release assumption A1 when the norm
| } | satisfies condition H2. In particular, criteria (i)(vi) of Theorem 3.2
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preclude the existence of m&1-L-boundaries of Rn invariant for the flow of
(3.1) without assuming condition A1. The same problem is studied in [10,
11, 12, 15], and we were strongly motivated by them, but our precluded
invariant subsets are in some sense more general for higher dimensional
cases.
Remark 3.3. Conditions A2, A3 and Theorem 3.2 can be restricted on
a bounded open subset D of Rn which is either positive or negative
invariant for (3.1).
Remark 3.4. We get the same results for a nonautonomous T-periodic
ordinary differential equation x* = f (x, t). Of course, we take F(x)=
(T, x), where  is defined as above for x* = f (x, t).
Without assuming condition A1, criteria of Theorem 3.2 also preclude
the existence of a rectifiable quasi-periodic solution of (3.1) with m&1,
m3, maximal basic frequencies of the form x(t)=8(|1 t, ..., |m&1 t)
where |1 , ..., |m&1 are maximal linearly and rationally independent real
numbers, and 8: Rm&1  Rn is Lipschitz and 1-periodic in each of its
arguments. The maximality of (|1 , ..., |m&1) means that if x(t)=
81(|~ 1 t, ..., |~ q t) for a continuous mapping 81 : Rq  Rn which is 1-peri-
odic in each of its arguments and |~ 1 , ..., |~ q are linearly and rationally
independent real numbers, then (|1 , ..., |m&1)=P(|~ 1 , ..., |~ q) for an
integer matrix P. We can always find maximal frequencies for a quasi-peri-
odic solution [16]. Then the closure of x(t) is a Lipschitz torus T m&1=
8(S1_ } } } _S1) where S1 is the unit circle and 8 becomes a homeomorphism
on S1_ } } } _S1 and 8 is Lipschitz. Since T m&1 is invariant for the flow of
(3.1), we can apply our theory for such T m&1 that 8&1: T m&1  S1_ } } } _S1
is Lipschitz. We call such quasi-periodic solutions rectifiable. We note [16] that
when 8 is C1-smooth then T m&1 is also C1-smooth, so then it is rectifiable. In
particular, there are no rectifiable quasi-periodic solutions of (3.1) without
assuming condition A1, if for all 3mn a certain criterium of Theorem 3.2
holds.
Finally, we can study more general mappings generated by the flow
(t, x) of (3.1). Let G # C1(Rn, (0, )). We again put F(x)=(G(x), x).
Clearly F # C1(Rn, Rn) and F is not injective in general. But it is injective
when DG(u) f (u)+1{0 \u # Rn. We have
DF(x)= f ((G(x), x)) DG(x)+D(G(x), x).
We put Y(t)= f ((t, x)) DG(x)+D(t, x). Then it holds that
Y4 (t)=Df ((t, x)) Y(t), Y(0)= f (x) DG(x)+I. (3.7)
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So we can repeat for (3.7) the above arguments of (3.2) to get the following
result.
Theorem 3.5. If the ordinary differential equation (3.1) satisfies condi-
tion A1 and also
A4. sup
u # Rn
eG(u) ’ &( f (u) DG(u)+I ) (m)&<1,
where ’=supu # R n +(Df (u)[m]), then there is no m&1-L-boundary S such
that (G(S), S)/S and (G(x), x): S  S is injective. When the norm
| } | satisfies condition H2 then it is enough to suppose
A5. eG(u) ’ &( f (u) DG(u)+I ) (m)&<1 \u # Rn.
4. CRITERIA FOR DISCRETIZATIONS OF FLOWS
Let us first consider for simplicity the Euler discretization of (3.1) given
by
xj+1=xj+hf (xj),
where h>0 is the step size of discretization. This discretization generates
the mapping Fh(x)=x+hf (x). Hence DFh(x)=I+hDf (x) and DFh(x) (m)=
(I+hDf (x))(m). So by (3.3) we obtain
DFh(x) (m)=I+hDf (x)[m]+O(h2). (4.1)
We suppose the following condition
B1. max
1i, jn
sup
x # Rn }
fi (x)
xj }<.
Here f =( f1 , f2 , ..., fn). Condition B1 implies the uniform boundedness of
the term O(h2)h2 in (4.1), and B1 also gives that Fh(x) is a diffeomorphism
on Rn for any h>0 sufficiently small. Clearly B1 implies A1.
Furthermore, according to (3.3) and (3.5) we have
&DFh(x) (m)&=&I+hDf (x)[m]+O(h2)&
=&I+hDf (x)[m]&+O(h2)=1+h+(Df (x)[m])+O(h2). (4.2)
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Assume
B2. &I+hA&=1+h+(A)+O(h2) and the term O(h2)h2 is uniformly
bounded with respect to A from any bounded subset of L(RN) and any
h>0 sufficiently small.
Proposition 4.1. Assumption B2 holds for the norms on L(RN)
generated by the norms maxi |xi |, i |x i |, and -  i x2i on RN.
Proof. Since the proof is a straightforward verification, we omit it. K
Conditions B1 and B2 imply the uniform boundedness of the term
O(h2)h2 in (4.2). Since
DFh(x)&1=I+h(&Df (x))+O(h2),
we get a similar estimation like (4.2) for (DFh(x)&1) (m). The following
result is clear.
Proposition 4.2. Let condition B1 hold for (3.1) and let the norm & }& on
L(RN) satisfy condition B2. Then the first part of condition (2.1) (or (2.2))
holds for Fh with any h>0 sufficiently small if and only if the first part of
condition A2 (or A3) is satisfied, respectively. The same statements also hold
for the second parts of the mentioned conditions restricted on bounded open
subsets.
Proposition 4.2 roughly states that the flow has the property of the non-
existence of an invariant m&1-L-boundary if and only if its discretization
has the same property with any sufficiently small step size. This result is in
the spirit of a recently developed theory of numerical analysis for dynamical
systems (see [7] and references therein).
Let D be an open bounded subset of Rn with a smooth border D, and
the vector f (x) from (3.1) is transversally oriented at any x # D inside D.
Then using the solutions of (3.1) starting from D, we can construct a
tubular neighbourhood of D. In this way, we can derive a function
V # C1(Rn, R) such that
B3. (V$(x), f (x))<0 \x # D,
D=[x # Rn | V(x)<1].
Here V$ is the gradient of V with respect to a scalar product ( } , } ) on
Rn. Clearly property B3 implies the positive invariance of D with respect to
the ordinary differential equation (3.1).
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Theorem 4.3. D is invariant for mapping Fh with any h>0 sufficiently
small.
Proof. Let us consider the set
D==[x # Rn | V(x)1&2=],
where =>0 is sufficiently small. Let x # D= ; then we have
V(Fh(x))=V(x)+h(V$(Fh1(x)), f (x))1&2=+h(V$(Fh1(x)), f (x))
for h1 # (0, h). For h>0 sufficiently small we get V(Fh(x))1&=. So
Fh(x) # D.
Let x # D"D= . Consider the function 1(h)=V(Fh(x)). We have
1 $(h)=(V$(Fh(x)), f (x)) .
Property B3 gives a constant !>0 such that if =>0 and h>0 are suf-
ficiently small then
(V$(Fh(x)), f (x))=(V$(x+hf (x)), f (x)) <&!
for any x # D"D= . Consequently we get that 1 $(h)< &! for h>0 suf-
ficiently small and 1(0)=V(x)<1. So 1(h)<1; i.e., Fh(x) # D. Clearly the
proof is finished. K
Applying Proposition 4.2, we have the following result.
Theorem 4.4. Let the norm & }& on L(RN) satisfy condition B2. Let D
be an open bounded subset of Rn with a smooth border D, and the vector
f (x) from (3.1) is transversally oriented at any x # D inside D. If
maxu # D +(Df (u)[m])<0, then neither the ordinary differential equation (3.1)
nor mapping Fh , with h>0 sufficiently small, has an m&1-L-boundary S of
D such that either (T, S)/S for some T{0 or Fh(S)/S, respectively.
Finally, let G # C1(Rn, (0, )) and let F h # C1(Rn, Rn) be a family of
mappings with h>0 sufficiently small such that
(hG(x), x)&F h(x)=o(h) (4.3)
uniformly on D in the C1-topology. We suppose the above relationship
between D and f (x). Hence D is invariant for Gh(x)=(hG(x), x). Clearly
Gh and F h are diffeomorphisms on D for any h>0 sufficiently small.
Theorem 4.3 holds also for F h . Equation (4.3) implies
DGh(x) (m)&DF h(x) (m)=o(h)
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uniformly on D . We have
DGh(x)=I+h( f (x) DG(x)+Df (x) G(x))+o(h).
If the norm & }& satisfies condition B2, then we get
&DF h(x) (m)&=1+h+(( f (x) DG(x))[m]+G(x) Df (x)[m])+o(h)
uniformly on D. Consequently, Theorem 4.4 is valid for F h if
max
u # D
+(Df (u)[m])<0 and max
u # D
+(( f (u) DG(u))[m]+G(u) Df (u)[m])<0.
We note that + is subadditive, i.e., +(A+B)+(A)++(B) \A, B # L(RN);
hence Theorem 4.4 is valid for F h if
max
u # D
+(( f (u) DG(u))[m])<&max
u # D
+(G(u) Df (u)[m])>0, (4.4)
and the inequalities (4.4) are valid when
max
u # D
&( f (u) DG(u))[m]&<&max
u # D
+(G(u) Df (u)[m])>0,
since +(A)&A& for any A # L(RN).
Taking concrete norms for & }&, we get similar inequalities as in
Theorem 3.2. For instance, when |v|=maxi |xi |, v=(x1 , x1 , ..., xN); then
(4.4) possesses the form
max
D , (i ) # Tnm
{ f i1 Gx i1 + } } } + f im
G
x im
+ :
j  (i ) \} fi1
G
xj }+ } } } + } f im
G
xj }+=
<& max
D , (i ) # Tnm
{G \
fi1
xi1
+ } } } +
fim
xim
+ :
j  (i ) \}
f i1
x j }+ } } } + }
fim
xj }++=>0,
where again f =( f1 , f2 , ..., fn). We note that generally Proposition 4.2 does
not hold for F h , but it does hold with nonzero constant functions G.
5. CRITERIA FOR FLOWS WITH SMALL PARAMETERS
In this section, we study the ordinary differential equation
x* ==f (x, t), (5.1)
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where =>0 is a small parameter and f # C2(Rn+1, Rn) is T-periodic in t # R
for a T>0. Let =(t, x) be the flow of (5.1) defined like above for (3.1). We
suppose that
D1. sup(u, t) # Rn+1 [ | f i (u, t)|, | xj f i (u, t)|, |
2
xj xk
f i (u, t)|]< for all
i, j, k # [1, 2, ..., n].
Remark 5.1. Assumption D1 is technical and it can be removed, for
instance, when =(T, x) possesses an invariant open bounded subset
D/Rn uniformly for =>0 small. Assumption D1 is also irrelevant when
the norm | } | satisfies condition H2 and the nonexistence problem is
reduced on the closed cubes Bc of Rn.
Assumption D1 implies that the mapping F=(x)==(T, x) is well defined
and it is a diffeomorphism. Moreover, assumption D1 also gives
F=(x)=x+= |
T
0
f (x, t) dt+O(=2), (5.2)
DF=(x)=I+= |
T
0
Df (x, t) dt+O(=2), (5.3)
where the terms O(=2)=2 in (5.2) and (5.3) are uniformly bounded for
x # Rn and =>0 small. When the norm & }& satisfies condition B2, then (5.3)
implies
&DF=(x) (m)&=1+=+ \\|
T
0
Df (x, t) dt+
[m]
++O(=2),
where again O(=2)=2 is uniformly bounded like above. Applying
Corollary 2.3 to F= , we get the following result.
Proposition 5.2. Let the norm & }& satisfy condition B2. If
D2. either +((T0 Df (u, t) dt)
[m])<% \u # Rn for a constant %<0 and
(5.1) satisfies condition D1, or +((T0 Df (u, t) dt)
[m])<0 \u # Rn when the
norm | } | satisfies condition H2,
then F= with any =>0 sufficiently small has no m&1-L-boundary S of Rn
such that F=(S)/S.
We note that the statement of Proposition 5.2 for the second part of con-
dition D2 is meant in the sense that for a given m&1-L-boundary S of Rn
there is an =0>0 such that F=(S)/S does not hold for any 0<=<=0 .
Hence =0 depends on the magnitude of S, while for the first part of condi-
tion D2, =0 is uniform. This note holds also for all results of this section.
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Since F&1= ==(&T, x), Proposition 5.2 holds when condition D2 is
replaced by
D3. Either +(&(T0 Df (u, t) dt)
[m])<% \u # Rn for a constant %<0
and (5.1) satisfies condition D1, or +(&(T0 Df (u, t) dt)
[m])<0 \u # Rn
when the norm | } | satisfies condition H2.
We note that
\|
T
0
Df (u, t) dt+
[m]
=|
T
0
Df (u, t)[m] dt=\D |
T
0
f (u, t) dt+
[m]
.
Furthermore, mapping F= is very similar to Fh of Section 4. Hence
Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 remain true when Fh and f are replaced by F= and
1
T 
T
0 f (x, t) dt, respectively. Of course, then assumption D1 is irrelevant.
We recall that the averaged equation of (5.1) has the form [17]
x* ==f (x)==
1
T |
T
0
f (x, t) dt. (5.4)
Let  =(t, x) be the flow of (5.4). Another mapping associated with (5.1) and
strongly motivated by the averaging theory is given by
H=(x)==(G(=, x)=, x),
where G # C2(Rn+1, (0, )) is such that
0<inf Gsup G<, sup |D i(=, x)G|<, i=1, 2.
Theorem 2.6.1 of [17] and condition D1 imply
=(t, x)& =(t, x)=O(=) (5.5)
in the C 1-topology for x # Rn uniformly on [0, L1=]_Rn, where
L1>sup G is a positive constant. By condition D1 and (5.5) we have
DH=(x)=D =(G(=, x)=, x)+ f (H =(x), G(=, x)=) DG(=, x)+O(=), (5.6)
where H =(x)= =(G(=, x)=, x). We note that  =(t, x)= 1(=t, x). Hence
(5.6) gives
DH=(x)=D 1(G(0, x), x)
+f \ 1(G(0, x), x), G(0, x)= +

=
G(0, x)+ DG(0, x)+O(=), (5.7)
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uniformly on Rn when in addition to condition D1, it also holds that
D4. sup
R n+1 }

t
f (x, t) }<.
Consequently, we get
DH=(x) (m)=\D 1(G(0, x), x)
+f \ 1(G(0, x), x), G(0, x)= +

=
G(0, x)+ DG(0, x)+
(m)
+O(=).
Since this formula is rather complicated, we suppose that
D5. G(0, x)=L for a positive constant L.
It is very often in the averaging theory that G(=, x)=L. Then we do not
need condition D4, and (5.5), (5.7) give
H=(x)= 1(L, x)+O(=), DH=(x)=D 1(L, x)+O(=),
uniformly on Rn. So H=(x) is a diffeomorphism for any =>0 sufficiently
small. Since  4 = f ( 1), Theorem 3.1 implies the following result.
Theorem 5.3. Let conditions D1 and D5 hold. If either condition D2 or
D3 holds then H= with any =>0 sufficiently small has no m&1-L-boundary
S of Rn such that H=(S)/S.
We remark that Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 still remain true when Fh and f are
replaced by H= and f , respectively. Of course, then assumption D1 is again
irrelevant, but assumption D5 is considered.
The above results, either under conditions D1 and B2 or under condi-
tions D1 and D5, state that if the averaged equation (5.4) of (5.1) satisfies
criterium A2 (or A3) then both the T-period mapping F= and mapping H= ,
for any =>0 sufficiently small, satisfy condition (2.1) (or (2.2)), respec-
tively, while the second parts of conditions (2.1), (2.2) are considered on
the closed cubes Bc and in addition, condition D1 is irrelevant for (5.1)
provided that the constant L in condition D5 is sufficiently small so that
 1(L, x) is defined on Bc . In particular, criteria A2 and A3 precluding the
existence of nontrivial periodic solutions of (5.4) also preclude the existence
of certain invariant tori for (5.1) with any =>0 sufficiently small. This
result is in contrast to the well-known result [8] that the existence of a
hyperbolic periodic solution of (5.4) gives the existence of a hyperbolic
invariant torus of (5.1) for any =>0 sufficiently small near the hyperbolic
periodic solution.
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6. CRITERIA FOR MAPPINGS WITH CONSTRAINTS
Let V/Rn be a smooth submanifold with empty border V=<. Let
F # C 1(Rn, Rn) be such that F(V )/V. We are interested in criteria preclud-
ing the existence of invariant compact Lipschitz submanifolds of V for F.
So let M be like above, and suppose the existence of ; # Lip(M, Rn) such
that ; (M )/V and {=; M satisfies conditions (I) and (II). We shall call
the set S={(M) an m&1-V-L-boundary of V. It is a generalization of
smooth submanifolds of V.
It is known [20] that there is an open neighbourhood W of M in
M diffeomorphic to M_[0, 1). Now we define a new mapping # #
Lip (M, Rn) as follows: for (x, s) # W, 0s12, we put #(x, s)={(x), for
(x, s) # W, 12s34, we put #(x, s)=; (x, 3(2s&1)2)), for (x, s) # W,
34s<1, we put #(x, s)=; (x, s) and for z # M"W we put #(z)=; (z). As
in Section 2, we take a sequence [{i]i=1 , {i # C
2(M, Rn) such that {i  {
uniformly on M and D{i  D{ a.e. on M along with |D{i |L<c and
|D{|L<c for a constant c>0. We put #i (x, s)={i (x) for (x, s) # W,
0s<12. We can extend locally each #i to a C2-smooth mapping |i on
an open bounded subset of Rl. We can C2-approximate mapping # on the
set MW=M"W _ [(x, s) # W | 14<s<1] by [#~ i]i=1 , #~ i # C
2(MW , Rn)
such that #~ i  # uniformly on MW and D#~ i  D# a.e. on MW along with
|D#~ i |L<c and |D#| L<c for a constant c>0. Then we can extend these
approximations to C 2-smooth mappings on an open bounded subset of Rl.
Similarly we extend mapping # near MW . By using the method of a parti-
tion of unity to this covering of M with the above open bounded subsets
of Rl, we construct as in Section 2 an extension | # Lip (U, Rn) of { on an
open bounded neighbourhood U of M in Rl satisfying condition (III)
together with |(M )/V.
Let F satisfy assumption H1. We consider the set
MV=[, # M | ,(M )/V].
Clearly MV {<, since | # MV . A mapping , # MV generates a homomor-
phism [20]
,*Vm(u): 
m
T,(u) V*  
m
Tu M*&R a.e. on M.
Hence ,*Vm(u) induces an element ,*V (u)
(m) such that
,*V (u)
(m) # \
m
T,(u) V*+*  \
m
(Rn)*+*&RN,
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where the embedding
i*Vm(v): \
m
TvV*+*  \
m
(Rn)*+* \v # V (6.1)
is given by
L # \
m
TvV*+*  L \!<Xm TvV+ \! # 
m
(Rn)*.
Consequently, we define an L-integrable mapping GV, : M  R
N a.e. on M
given by
GV, (u)=,*V (u)
(m) a.e. on M.
We note that this construction of GV, coincides with the construction of G,
in Section 2, since it holds that
,m*(u)=,*Vm(u) b j*Vm(,(u)) a.e. on M,
where the homomorphism ,m*(u): m(Rn)*  m TuM* is generated by
mapping ,: M  Rn, while the homomorphism j*Vm(v): 
m (Rn)* 
mTvV* is generated by the inclusion jV (v): TvV/Rn.
So we put
SV (,)=|
M
|GV, (u)| ;.
Theorem 2.1 still holds for SV. Since F: V  V, we have like above that F
generates homomorphisms
F*V (v)
(m): \
m
TvV*+*  \
m
TF(v)V*+* \v # V,
F*Vm (v): 
m
TF(v)V*  
m
TvV* \v # V.
Hence we have a mapping
FV*(m): \
m
TV*+*  \
m
TV*+*. (6.2)
The above defined embedding (6.1) given by i*Vm(v): (
m TvV*)* 
(m (Rn)*)*&RN \v # V induces the norm | } | v on each (m Tv V*)*, v # V
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for a given norm | } | on RN. Since [20] we know that (F b ,)*Vm=,*Vm b F*Vm
a.e. on M, we get
GVF b ,(u)=F*V (,(u))
(m) GV, (u) a.e. on M.
Furthermore, F preserves the set MV . The mapping DF (m) of Section 2
coincides with homomorphism (6.2) when V=Rn; i.e., DF (m)=FRn*(m). It is
not hard to see that the following holds
i*Vm(F(v)) b F*V (v)
(m)=DF(v) (m) b i*Vm(v) \v # V,
so DF m(m TV*)*=FV*(m).
Summarizing, we see that we get a whole analogy with Section 2.
So Theorem 2.2 with the first part of condition (2.1) remains true when
DF (m) is replaced by FV* (m) from (6.2). Of course, the computation of
supv # V &F*V (v) (m)& is much more involved than as in Section 2 for concrete
forms of the norm | } | on RN (see Proposition 2.4).
We remark that autonomous ordinary differential equations possessing
several first integrals naturally fit into the framework of this section. We get
rough results by restricting criteria of Section 3 on nondegenerate level sets
of first integrals for (3.1). To get more precise results, we put
+W (A)= lim
h  0+
&(I+hA)W&&1
h
(6.3)
for any A # L(RN) and any linear subspace W/RN. We note that +W (A)
is well defined (see [4, p. 58)]. Equation (6.3) implies that +W (A)+(A)
\A # L(RN). Moreover, let W(t)/RN be a family of linear subspaces and
let A(t) # L(RN) be continuous for &TtT with some T>0. Let
y # C1([&T, T], RN) satisfy
y* (t)=A(t) y(t), y(t) # W(t) \t # (&T, T). (6.4)
Then it is not hard to observe (see [4, pp. 5859]) that it holds that
| y(t)|et_supt # [&T, T] +W(t)(A(t)) | y(0)| \t # [0, T ). (6.5)
Let V be invariant for (3.1) satisfying A1; i.e., (t, V )=V \t # R. Let
T, 0<T be fixed. Since
D(t, v): TvV  T(t, v)V \v # V,
we get
D(t, v)(m): \
m
TvV*+*  \
m
T(t, v) V*+* \v # V.
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Here we consider the embedding i*Vm and the isomorphism
(m(Rn)*)*&RN. So we have
D(t, v) (m) ! # \
m
T(t, v)V*+* \! # \
m
TvV*+*.
Moreover, D(t, v) (m) satisfies (3.4). We have F(x)=(T, x) in the nota-
tions of Section 3. Hence the above result (6.5) for (6.4) implies that
&F*V (v)
(m)&eT’ \v # V
for ’=supv # V +(m TvV*)* (Df (v)
[m]). Consequently, condition A2 must be
replaced by the assumption
E1. +(m Tv V*)*(Df (v)
[m])<% \v # V for a constant %<0.
Similarly for conditions A3 and A4. We note that we are not able to extend
the second part of condition A2 in condition E1, because the retraction \c
in the proof of Theorem 2.2 does not preserve V in general. Now Theorems
3.1 and 3.5 are naturally extended for this section. An extension of
Theorem 3.2 depends both on a concrete form of the norm | } | on RN and
on V.
For instance, let us consider the norm - i x2i on RN. Then +W (A)=* 1 ,
where * 1 is the largest eigenvalue of the symmetric operator 12PW (A+A*)W
and PW: RN  W is the orthogonal projection. Let (w1 , ..., wk) be an
orthonormal basis of W. Let us take the N_k matrix B with column vec-
tors wi . Then * 1 is the largest eigenvalue of the symmetric k_k matrix
1
2B*(A+A*) B. We note that PW=BB* and that the spectrum of
1
2B*(A+A*) B is independent of the choice of B. Let A=Df (v)
[m] and
W=(m TvV*)*. Let (v1 , ..., vp) be an orthonormal basis of TvV in Rn.
We take the n_p matrix C with column vectors vi . Then C*C=IR p=Ip .
Hence the BinetCauchy formula implies C*(m)C (m)=C (m)* C (m)=IN1 ,
N1=( pm). Consequently, the column vectors of C
(m) form an orthonormal
basis of W=(m Tv V*)* in RN. So we take B=C (m) in the above con-
siderations and we get
B*(A+A*) B=C (m)*(Df (v)[m]+Df (v)[m]*) C (m)
=C*(m)(Df (v)+Df (v)*)[m] C (m)
=C*(m)Dt (I+t(Df (v)+Df (v)*)) (m)t=0 C
(m)
=Dt (C*(I+t(Df (v)+Df (v)*)) C) (m)t=0
=Dt (Ip+tC*(Df (v)+Df (v)*) C) (m)t=0
=(C*(Df (v)+Df (v)*) C)[m].
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Hence * 1=*1+ } } } +*m , where *1 } } } *p are the eigenvalues of
the symmetric p_p matrix 12C*(Df (v)+Df (v)*) C, which are also the
eigenvalues of the symmetric operator 12Pv(Df (v)+Df (v)*)Tv V where
Pv: Rn  TvV is the orthogonal projection with respect to the usual scalar
product on Rn. We note that the above considerations can be performed
dually in the m th exterior power of TvV given by m TvV (see [13]), since
m TvV is canonically isomorphic to (m TvV*)*.
Summarizing, we have the following result.
Theorem 6.1. Let the ordinary differential equation (3.1) satisfy condi-
tion A1 and let a smooth submanifold V/Rn without border be invariant for
(3.1). If the following inequality
sup
v # V
[*1+ } } } +*m | where *1 } } } *p
are the eigenvalues of the symmetric
operator 12Pv(Df (v)+Df (v)*)TvV]<0
holds, where Pv : Rn  TvV is the orthogonal projection with respect to the
usual scalar product on Rn, then there is no m&1-V-L-boundary S of V
such that (T, S)/S for some T{0.
Let the column vectors of an n_(n& p) matrix C= form an orthonormal
basis of TvV=. Then
*1+ } } } +*m+(Df (v)[m+n& p])&tr C*=Df (v) C= ,
where +( } ) is the Lozinskii norm corresponding to the norm -  i x2i . We
note that tr C*= Df (v) C= is the trace of the linear operator given by
N(v)=QvDf (v)TvV =: TvV=  TvV=,
where Qv=I&Pv . Hence N(v) is the restriction of Df (v) on the normal
vector bundle TvV=, v # V. This observation can be related to certain
results of [13]. For instance, we have the following result related to
[13, Corollary 5.3].
Theorem 6.2. If V contains an open bounded absorbing simple connected
subset and the following inequality
+(Df (v)[2+n& p])&tr N(v)<0
holds on its closure, then (3.1) has no periodic solution on V.
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To be more concrete, let us suppose for simplicity that V= g&1(0) for a
C1-function g: Rn  R and 0 is a regular value of g. Then Pvx=x&
(b(v), x) b(v) for b(v)=grad g(v)|grad g(v)|. Hence 12 Pv(Df (v)+Df (v)*)
is the n_n matrix A =(Aij) given by
Aij=
1
2 \
f i
xj
+
fj
xi +&bj :
n
k=1
bk
1
2 \
fk
x i
+
f i
xk+ ,
where b(v)=(b1 , ..., bn). The numbers *1 } } } *n&1 are the eigenvalues
of A with eigenvectors orthogonal to b(v); i.e., they are determined by the
equations A w=*w, (w, b(v)) =0. We note that A w=*w, *{0 already
implies (w, b(v))=0. It would be interesting to derive similar results for
other norms on RN.
Finally, we note that we preclude the existence of invariant objects of the
form {(M) for {=; M with ; (M)/V. Hence we assume that the injective
mapping {: M  V can be extended to a Lipschitz mapping ; : M  V. This is
a rather strong assumption. For instance, let us take the disk M=D2 with
M=S1. Then {(S1) is contractible on V to a point. Hence our criteria preclude
the existence of periodic solutions on V contractible on V to a point. By taking
M=S1_[0, 1] with M=S1_[0] _ (&S1)_[1], our criteria also preclude
the existence of two periodic solutions in each nonzero class of the fundamental
group ?1V represented by a simple curve. For instance, for the cylinder
V=S1_R we have ?1V=Z, and our criteria on this cylinder imply the exist-
ence of at most one periodic solution on the cylinder which is then homotopi-
cally nontrivial. It is not difficult to construct a dissipative flow on the cylinder
with one homotopically nontrivial periodic solution. For instance, let us
consider the ordinary differential equation given by
x* =&x, y* =z, z* =&y. (6.6)
The divergence of (6.6) is &1, and (6.6) possesses the first integral y2+z2.
On each invariant cylinder y2+z2=c>0, there is a unique attracting peri-
odic solution which is lying in the plane x=0 and which is homotopically
nontrivial on the cylinder. This example is considered also in [13] in the
context that the plane x=0 is invariant for (6.6) containing these periodic
solutions. Hence the condition of Theorem 6.1 cannot hold. Indeed, we
now have n=3, m= p=2, and *1+*2=0.
7. UPPER BOUNDS FOR THE NUMBER OF MINIMALLY
INVARIANT LIPSCHITZ SUBMANIFOLDS
We found in the previous results criteria precluding the existence of
invariant L-boundaries of Rn, i.e., the Lipschitz images of the boundaries
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of compact smooth orientable submanifolds of Rl. Let {i # Lip(Mi , Rn),
i=1, 2 for m&1-dimensional smooth compact orientable submanifolds
Mi /Rli, i=1, 2 with empty borders such that {i are injective and {&1i be
Lipschitz. We call such sets m&1-L-submanifolds of Rn. Let M1 and M2
be orientable cobordant [9]; i.e., there is a compact orientable smooth
submanifold M/Rl such that the oriented border M is diffeomorphic to
M1_[0] _ (&M2)_[1], where &M2 is the opposite oriented manifold of
M2 . This is a relation of equivalence and 0m&1 denotes the set of all equiv-
alent classes of this relation on the family of m&1-dimensional smooth
compact orientable manifolds without borders. On the other hand, our
criteria imply that the orientable cobordant m&1-L-submanifolds {1(M1)
and {2(M2) can not be simultaneously invariant for the above dynamical
systems on Rn when these sets are disjunct. Consequently, our criteria
guarantee that to each nonzero class [M1] # 0m&1 there is at most one
invariant m&1-L-submanifold of Rn which is minimal; i.e., it does not con-
tain any smaller nonempty invariant subset.
We know that 0k is an Abelian group [9, 21] with respect to the opera-
tion of disjunct union: when k is not divided by 4 then 0k is a direct sum
of a finite number of the group Z2; if k is divided by 4 then 0k is a direct
sum of a finite number of the groups Z2 and Z, and so 0k has countable
many elements.
Since the invariance of the set {(M1) is independent of the orientation of
M1 and the manifold M1 _[0, 1] has the oriented border M1_[0] _
(&M1)_[1], our criteria imply that a flow minimally invariant m&1-
L-submanifold {(M ) of Rn cannot have the form of M=Nm&1i=1 ni gi with at
least one ni0 such that |ni0 |2, where gi , i=1, 2, ..., Nm&1 are all gener-
ators of 0m&1. Hence all possible forms of M are M=Nm&1i=1 ni gi with
ni # [0, 1] and n1+n2+ } } } +nNm&1 {0. Consequently the number of such
M is at most 2Nm&1&1. Summarizing we get the following result.
Theorem 7.1. If the ordinary differential equation (3.1) satisfies either
condition A2 or A3 then the number of its flow minimally invariant
m&1-L-submanifolds of Rn is at most 2Nm&1&1.
Remark 7.2. The assertion of Theorem 7.1 remains true also for the
mapping F of Section 2 for m&1 not divided by 4.
We recall the following results of [21]: 02=0, N2=0; 03=0, N3=0;
04=Z, N4=1; 05=Z2, N5=1; 06=0, N6=0; 07=0, N7=0;
08=ZZ, N8=2; 09=Z2Z2, N9=2; 010=Z2, N10=1; 011=Z2,
N11=1.
Consequently in this way we get, for instance, that our criteria preclude
the existence of all invariant k-L-submanifolds for the dynamical system,
not only minimal ones, with k=2, 3, 6, 7.
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The same approach can be performed for Section 6 of the paper by
restricting the above considerations on the manifold V [9].
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